
The Document Customization Engine



LEAP is one of the largest providers of 
automated legal documents in the world. 
LEAP’s library of over 30,000 ready-to-use 
automated documents is used by more than 
8,000 firms and 40,000 users globally to 
make their firms more efficient.

LEAP lets you go far beyond the library, by providing 
you with the Document Customization Engine, which 
puts the power of automation into your hands so 
you can create or customize documents to meet your 
specific needs.

The Document Customization Engine available to you 
is the very same tool used by LEAP content developers. 
It has been shaped by decades of feedback from 
experts in legal document automation, making it 
robust enough to accommodate even the most 
complex documents.

The Document Customization Engine is not an 
additional product; it is embedded in LEAP and is 
available for instant use in Word, Outlook and Excel. 
Because LEAP is so deeply integrated with Microsoft 
Office, the automation environment is instantly 
familiar.

The Document Customization Engine uses state-
of-the-art technology, so it is reliable and fast. It is 
also built with ease-of-use in mind. The Document 
Customization Engine has been specifically designed 
for legal professionals and their support staff to 
develop highly customized documents quickly, without 
the need for prior experience or programming 
knowledge.

LEAP clients around the world have used the 
Document Customization Engine to benefit from the 
power of customized automation in tens of thousands 
of their favorite documents.
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Automating the document by inserting  
a LEAP or Custom Field

Inserting data is easy. You simply select Insert Field 
from the Advanced Functions Toolbar and choose 
from the well-organized LEAP fields or one of your 
Custom Fields. All fields are presented in plain English, 
so it is not necessary to remember any coding.

You view the document during the entire automation 
process, enabling you to see the result immediately 
and without having to change screens. It is a very 
dynamic and satisfying development process.

Add an eSignature

The Document Customization Engine enables you 
to insert a prompt for an electronic signature (or 
eSignature) in your custom document. This allows 
you to easily email the document to your client for 
eSignature.
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[Card][Calc] Short names (multi)
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[Card] Dear
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[Card] Fax number (formatted)
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DATED:
Samuel Goldstein

DESIGN & AUTOMATI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

DATED: August 13, 2020

The undersigned understands and consents to the terms contai

Kindly sign below:

If you fully understand the contents of this Agreemen

NICOLE NEIMAN, ESQ

Adding your own new field for  
gathering data (Custom Fields)

LEAP has tens of thousands of pre-existing fields 
that can be used to populate data from LEAP into 
your documents. Most of the fields you will want 
to use are already in LEAP, but you can also create 
your own Custom Fields to capture information 
specific to your firm and use these to automate 
any document.
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August 13, 2020 

Mr. Richard Linkletter
19 Briar Patch Road
Plymouth, MA 02362

We confirm your accident took place near  .

Dear Richard,

Linkletter v. Klob
Docket No.: D-23433-18 Incident date: 09/02/17 

[People] Person 1 Signature Date placeholder

[People] Person 1 Signature initials placeholder

[People] Person 1 Signature placeholder

[People] Person 2 Signature Date placeholder

[People] Person 2 Signature initials placeholder

[People] Person 2 Signature placeholder

[People] Person 3 Signature Date placeholder

[People] Person 3 Signature initials placeholder
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string AddChildParagraph(string childFirstNames)*
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string

Return Type

If there is a child/children involved include paragraph

Description

Calculations

This is where the real power of  
the Document Customization Engine is 
unleashed. 

Calculations allow you to introduce logic to your 
documents, displaying information that differs 
based on the context of a case, including:

 f Gender, including neutrality

 f Plurality

 f Verb tense

 f Number of parties

 f An action or document response dependent 
on a date

 f Entire paragraphs appearing or disappearing 
dependent on the facts

 f Mathematical calculations

The Document Customization Engine supports 
native Word conditional statements and 
JavaScript calculations, extending the realm 
of possibilities beyond traditional document 
automation capabilities.

Date of last meeting (Q)

Forward or collect divorce decree (Q)

Next meeting has been arranged (Q)

Date of next meeting (Q)
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Date of next meeting (Q)

Date of last meeting with client:

Next meeting has been arranged:

Date if next meeting: (N/A)

Divorce decree to be forwarded 
or collected:

Forwarded to client by mail

Collected by client
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QuestionsHeader

Date of next meeting:Text*
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Question Tool

The Question tool allows you to create a series 
of interview-style prompts which capture and 
populate information required to complete the 
form. 

A Question is typically used to gather 
data that will only be used in a single 
document and does not need to clutter 
the matter or the system.

Questions can be set to dynamically appear or 
disappear depending on information in LEAP, 
or even depending on the answer to a previous 
Question. Calculations can also be built to 
customize documents depending on the answer 
to the Question. For example, you might ask 
whether a document is to be sent by mail or 
email and then automate it with text that reads 
correctly based on the selection.

The Question tool puts you in control of 
choosing the type of each prompt from options 
like dropdown lists, checkboxes, radio buttons 
and setting default answers. This minimizes the 
risk of confusion or error during completion.

Edit Code

Input Parameters1 var result  - --;
2 
3 if(childFirstNames !---)
4 result  = “Add child paragraph here”;
5 
6 return result;

string

Test Value

childFirstNames



Harris v. Tison
Case No.: 2018-29376

Details of children:

Dear Rachel,

Name: Susanne Shirley Tison
Age: 5
Resides with: Petitioner

Name: Richard Tison
Age: 8
Resides with: Respondent

Repeating Sections

This function allows you to automatically 
generate information or paragraphs for the 
correct number of parties to a matter, all 
without complicated coding. Automating a 
table to display the correct number of rows for 
each party in a case has never been easier!

Training

LEAP Consultants provide training on how to use the 
Document Customization Engine and there are useful videos 
and webinars available to help on the LEAP Help Center. 
If you have JavaScript skills, you can create even more 
sophisticated Customizations.

Managing your switch to LEAP

All court and other legal forms as well as several standard 
letter custom documents are already in LEAP.

We set up a project that combines training your staff with 
automating your own documents.

1. Identify the top 10 custom documents for  
each fee earner.

2. LEAP will have these automated before you go live.

3. At the same time, before you go live, we will train all the 
paralegals how to add your own custom documents 
to LEAP on-the-fly, so that you only put effort into 
what is actually used, and you rebuild your custom 
documents library based on current requirements rather 
than second guessing what you need. You will get a 
much better outcome following this approach. In our 
experience this happens surprisingly quickly.

4. There are also external consultants available with 
knowledge of LEAP who you can contract if you have 
large jobs. Efficiency is an attitude and by involving all 
your paralegals it will become second nature for them to 
add and modify your own custom documents.

Proven, Trusted and Powerful

The Document Customization Engine is the most proven, 
trusted and powerful document assembly tool available for 
law firms. 

If you have previously used a product like 
HotDocsTM, you will be amazed by the power 
available to you and the ease of use. 

It combines the latest technologies with a design built on 25 
years of experience helping law firms automate documents.

There are also various levels of use. Over the years, many 
lawyers have learned how to quickly add standard merge  
fields like Name, Address, and Subject line to custom 
document letters. But whether you are a lawyer or an 
advanced automated custom document consultant, the LEAP 
Document Customization Engine is the best solution for a 
firm committed to continual improvement.

It is part of LEAP, eliminating the traditional problems of 
integrating systems from different suppliers.

There is no additional charge for the Document 
Customization Engine. It is also under constant refinement 
and improvement and extension of capabilities.

[Calc] Name and age

[Calc] Number of the marriage under 21

[Calc] Table - name, age status, address down
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